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Bootstrap current calculations with the neoclassical SPBSC and VENUS+δf codes have been performed on
experimental Large Helical Device (LHD, NIFS, Japan) configurations with different magnetic axis positions
and simplified plasma density and temperature profiles. In this paper, we use experimentally obtained electron
density and temperature profiles for the LHD discharges #61863 and #82582 to compute the corresponding
magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium states and collisional frequency. An improved collisional operator has been
implemented into the VENUS+δf code. The comparison between the measured LHD bootstrap current and that
expected from neoclassical simulations is discussed.
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1. Introduction
The bootstrap current jb is connected with collisional

movements of the charged particles trapped in local mirror
fields. For non-axisymmetric toroidal systems, the prob-
lems are connected with the complicated three-dimentional
(3D) structure of the stellarator magnetic fields. Numer-
ical tools to calculate the neoclassical bootstrap current
in non-axisymmetric magnetic configurations use several
models and approaches. The fast SPBSC code [1] based on
a quasi-analytical fluid moment approach uses a monotonic
approximation (connection formula) between the semi-
analytical limits, including so-called long-mean-free-path
(LMFP) or Shaing-Callen limit [2]. The SPBSC code has
been successfully applied for the Large Helical Device
(LHD, Japan) configurations [3] with different magnetic
axis positions. A module [4] of the 3D ideal MHD TERP-
SICHORE code [5] computes the bootstrap current in the
collisionless limit taking into account a wide spectrum of
the magnetic field in Boozer coordinates [6] in addition to a
resonance detuning procedure. These fast numerical tools
based on semi-analytical limits provide the possibility to
obtain iterative self-consistent equilibria with the bootstrap
current and to compute the corresponding MHD stabil-
ity [4].

Experimental verification of the validity of some of
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the earlier bootstrap current models in the ATF torsatron
was examined in [7]. Validation of bootstrap current
model in stellarator configurations has been performed for
the Wendelstein-7AS (Germany) device [8] with the drift-
kinetic equation solver (DKES) code [9]. In the long-
mean-free-path regime, differences exist between the mo-
noenergetic bootstrap current coefficients calculated with
the DKES and SPBSC codes for several 3D configura-
tions [10,16], which motivates further development of new
bootstrap current simulation tools.

Analysis of neoclassical transport in the banana
regime with the DKES code for the LHD configuration
with model magnetic field strength spectra and momentum
conservation neglected has been presented in Ref. [11]. In
that paper, the mono-energetic bootstrap current coefficient
is analysed with respect to the collisionality as well as to
the radial electric field. The results for finite but low col-
lisionalities are compared with the collisionless limit [2].
The results show that the ion bootstrap current coefficients
depend on the radial electric field.

The more time-consuming VENUS+δf code [12] uses
guiding centre numerical orbits in Boozer coordinates
calculated with the TERPSICHORE code, Monte Carlo
pitch angle scattering [13] and a δf method to compute
the neoclassical bootstrap current. A careful benchmark
of the neoclassical coefficients for arbitrary collisionality
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has been performed in the frame of the International Col-
laboration on Neoclassical Transport in Stellarators [14].
Good agreement of the monoenergetic bootstrap current
coefficients with different radial electric field for various
stellarator configurations (LHD, NCSX, W7X) was ob-
tained with the DKES, VENUS+δf, NEO-MC and NEO-
2 codes [15, 16]. Additional numerical efforts have been
devoted with the VENUS+δf code to simulate the effect
of different magnetic axis positions on the monoenergetic
bootstrap current coefficients in LHD [17]. Total bootstrap
current calculations with the updated VENUS+δf code
that incorporates energy convolution and the momentum
correction technique have been performed for the refer-
ence tokamak JT-60U cases and for the experimental LHD
configurations with different magnetic axis positions, zero
electric field and simplified plasma density and tempera-
ture profiles [18].

In this paper, we present the improved conserva-
tive collision operator [19] implemented in the VENUS+δf
code with new correction terms which satisfy not only the
momentum, but also energy and particle number conser-
vation (Sec. 2). We use experimentally obtained plasma
density and temperature profiles [20] to compute with the
SPBSC, TERPSICHORE and VENUS+δf codes the cor-
responding magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium states and
the neoclassical bootstrap current for the LHD discharge
#61863 with the magnetic axis at Raxis = 3.90 m (Sec. 3)
and for the LHD discharge #82582 with the magnetic axis
at Raxis = 4.05 m (Sec. 4). These two LHD configurations
with the different magnetic axes are selected for the sim-
ulations because the bootstrap current is significantly sen-
sitive to the magnetic axis position. The measured LHD
bootstrap current (with the help of motional Stark effect)
is compared with that expected from neoclassical simula-
tions.

2. Improved Conservative Collision
Operator Implemented into the
VENUS+δf Code

To calculate the neoclassical transport in he-
liotrons/stellarators, the VENUS+δf code uses accurate
VENUS guiding centre numerical orbits [21] in 3D mag-
netic fields calculated with the TERPSICHORE code in
Boozer coordinates. The equilibrium is computed with
the ideal MHD VMEC2000 code [22] taking into account
experimental plasma pressure profile and the complicated
3D shape of the plasma boundary magnetic surface of
the experimental LHD configuration. The Coulomb colli-
sions with the velocity dependent like-particle collisional
frequency ν (V) are implemented in two steps. Pitch-
angle and energy scattering is modelled by a standard
Monte-Carlo procedure [13]. Then the perturbed distribu-
tion function δ f = w/p is modified to provide the particle
number, energy and momentum conservation in a 2-weight

evolution scheme [19, 23]:

dw
dt
= − p

fM
Vd∇ fM + pPS, (1)

dp
dt
=

p
fM

Vd∇ fM, (2)

where Vd is the drift velocity of a particle with energy E
and mass m, fm(s, E) = n(s)(2πT (s)/m)−3/2e−E/T (s) is a lo-
cal Maxwellian on the magnetic flux surface labelled as s,
with plasma temperature T (s) = mVth

2/2 and density n(s).
s is proportional to the square of the normalized minor ra-
dius, s = 1.0 correspond to the plasma boundary. A full
conservative collision operator is applied with the weight
correction term

PS = −δN
(
1 − 3

√
π

2
(μ − μ′)/x

)

− δPμV||x−3 − δE(μ − μ′)/x, (3)

μ(x) = er f (x) − (2/
√
π)xe−x2

, (4)

where x = V/Vth, V|| is a particle velocity component par-
allel to the magnetic field with strength B. δN, δP, δE are
the particle number, momentum and energy changes (er-
rors) due to collisions, respectively, μ(x) is the Maxwellian
integral. The ion bootstrap current density with a particle
charge q and a phase-space volume element dΩ is com-
puted from time-averaging equation

〈 j||B〉 =
〈(

nq
∑

V||Bδ f dΩ
) / (∑

fMdΩ
)〉

(5)

Our main assumption is the equal temperature and
density profiles imposed on electrons and ions, which con-
stitutes the current experimental LHD practice for these
specific discharges. In this paper we consider two dif-
ferent methods to calculate the bootstrap current with the
VENUS+δf code: (ii) using mainly the ions contribution
and (ei) using the mixed electrons-ions contributions.

In the first method (ii) the radial electric field is ne-
glected, the contribution of ions and electrons to the total
bootstrap current is supposed to be equal; that simplifies
the simulation process by limiting the computation to the
ion fraction of the total current only (with ion-ion colli-
sions). In the case of equal impact of ions and electrons,
the flux derivative of the total current dJBS/ds is obtained
from equation

dJBS/ds = 2πa2〈 j||B〉/B0, (6)

where a is the average minor plasma radius and B0 is the
magnetic field strength on the magnetic axis, the total boot-
strap current is

JBS =

∫ 1

0

dJBS

ds
ds (7)

The second method (ei) to calculate the bootstrap cur-
rent is described on pages 22-23 of the Ref. [16] together
with the corresponding equations. The radial ambipolar
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electric field is calculated from the zero ion radial flux con-
dition (“ion root”), the ions contribution to the bootstrap
current is small, the electrons contribution includes both
electon-electron and electron-ion collisions and dominates
in the bootstrap current.

In our previous paper [17] we used a one-weight evo-
lution scheme with the momentum correction term Δδ f of
the form, proposed in [24]:

Δδ f =
−ν(V)V||δP fM∑
νV2
|| fMdΩ

(8)

The difference between the application of the full con-
servative operator (3) and the application of the momentum
correction term (8) is visible on the test JT-60 tokamak re-
sults [18] with the relative errors due to collisions and in-
tegration along the orbits, presented in Figs. 1-3. In these
test simulations the total number of particles was not very
large and equal to 16000. Figure 1 shows the evolution of
the relative particle number error δN/N for the normalized
collisional frequencies ν∗ = 0.018 and ν∗ = 0.035 with the
full collisional operator (3) (stars and circles) and only with
the momentum correction term (8) (+ signs and squares).

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the relative energy er-
ror δE/E for the normalized collisional frequencies ν∗ =
0.018 and ν∗ = 0.035 with the full collisional operator (3)
(stars and circles) and only with the momentum correc-
tion term (8) (+ signs and squares). Applications with the
full collisional operator (3) decrease the relative particle
number error and the relative energy error by several or-
ders of magnitude. This property provides more reliable

Fig. 1 Evolution of the relative particle number error (δN/N ver-
sus collision times ντ) is shown for the normalized col-
lisional frequency ν∗ = 0.035 with the improved col-
lisional operator (circles) and only with the momentum
correction term (squares); for the normalized collisional
frequency ν∗ = 0.018 with the improved collisional oper-
ator (stars) and only with the momentum correction term
(crosses).

and long steady-state results for the simulations with large
number of collision times in agreement with the similar
plots from Ref. [23]. Recently the successfull benchmark
of the neoclassical transport, calculated by the FORTEC-
3D code with the improved collisional operator (3) against
global gyrokinetic particle-in-cell code ORB5 and theory
has been reported in Ref. [25]. Good conservation proper-
ties of operator (3) have been also shown for the unlike-
particle collisions in Ref. [26].

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the relative momen-

Fig. 2 Evolution of the relative energy error (δE/E versus col-
lision times ντ) is shown for the normalized collisional
frequency ν∗ = 0.035 with the improved collisional op-
erator (circles) and only with the momentum correction
term (squares); for the normalized collisional frequency
ν∗ = 0.018 with the improved collisional operator (stars)
and only with the momentum correction term (crosses).

Fig. 3 Evolution of the relative momentum error (δP/P versus
collision times ντ) is shown for the normalized collisional
frequency ν∗ = 0.035 with the improved collisional op-
erator (circles) and only with the momentum correction
term (squares); for the normalized collisional frequency
ν∗ = 0.018 with the improved collisional operator (stars)
and only with the momentum correction term (crosses).
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tum error δP/P for the normalized collisional frequencies
ν∗ = 0.018 and ν∗ = 0.035 with the full collisional opera-
tor (3) (stars and circles) and only with the momentum cor-
rection term (8) (+ signs and squares). This figure shows
the near equivalence of Eqs. (3) and (8) with respect to the
momentum correction; the modulus of the relative errors
in both cases does not exceed the value of 10−8.

The improved VENUS+δf collisional operator in-
cludes the additional energy scattering terms [13]. The cor-
responding terms, implemented into the DKES code, mod-
ify the bootstrap current of the Wendelstein-7X stellarator
by 10-20% [27]. We present the effect of the energy scat-
tering as well as the effect of the finite orbit width (FOW)
with the VENUS+δf code for the LHD configurations in
the next sections.

3. Bootstrap Current in the LHD Dis-
charge #61863
Figure 4 shows the experimentally measured and

smoothly fitted electron density (circles) and tempera-
ture (stars) profiles versus the normalized toroidal flux la-
bel s at t = 3.1 sec of the LHD discharge #61863 with
Raxis = 3.90 m. The electron density has a rather flat pro-
file, while the temperature drops linearly. Motional Stark
Effect measurements provide the rotational transform pro-
file estimation and the corresponding total current of about
10 kA [20].

Additional details of these measurements, the experi-
mental LHD setup, the determination of the bootstrap cur-
rent and its uncertainties can be found in Refs. [3, 20]. In
this discharge, balanced neutral beam injection has been
used so the beam-induced current is small. The most prob-
able candidate as a driving mechanism of the non-inductive

Fig. 4 The electron density (circles) and the temperature (stars)
versus the flux label s for the LHD discharge #61863
(Raxis = 3.90 m).

current can be attributed to the bootstrap current.
The bootstrap current flux derivatives dJBS/ds as a

function of the normalized flux s for the LHD discharge
#61863 are presented in Fig. 5. The SPBSC and the TERP-
SICHORE code results in the collisionless limit are shown
in Fig. 5 (a) as triangles and by the solid line, respectively.
In the plasma core the SPBSC and the TERPSICHORE
code results in the semi-analytical collisionless limit are
almost the same. This means that the reconstruction to the
Boozer coordinates, performed with the different magnetic
field spectra width in these codes, leads to the same spa-
tial dependencies. A difference is visible near the mag-
netic axis, where the numerically obtained equilibrium
force balance is poor. Near the plasma edge, the TERP-
SICHORE code has found 2 resonant surfaces (2 spikes
on the solid curve). In the collisionless regime (not ex-

Fig. 5 (a): The LHD#61863 Raxis = 3.90 m bootstrap current
derivative dJBS/ds versus the flux label s calculated in
the collisionless limit with the SPBSC code (triangles),
and with the TERPSICHORE code (solid line), (b): with
the connection formula with the SPBSC code (solid line),
with the VENUS+δf code (ii) method without the energy
scattering, A = 1 (circles), with the energy scattering,
A = 1 (squares) and A = 2.e-3 (crosses), with (ei) method
(diamonds).
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perimentally relevant) the integration of the dJBS/ds func-
tion gives a total bootstrap current JBS of 18 kA from the
TERPSICHORE code in the Shaing-Callen limit and JBS

of 10 kA from the SPBSC code.
For the given experimental conditions the total boot-

strap current of 27 kA is obtained from integration of the
function dJBS/ds in the SPBSC code (Fig. 5 (b), solid line),
using the connection formula between the collisionless and
collisional limits.

In this paper with the usage of the VENUS+δf code
we explore the effects of the finite orbit width on the boot-
strap current for the LHD #61863 discharge. In the simula-
tions we consider two different cases – protons with atomic
mass A = 1 (wide orbits) and ions with artificial atomic
mass A = 2.e-3 (smaller orbit width). The average ratio
of the orbit width with A = 1 to the temperature gradient
length is on the level of 0.01.

The function dJBS/ds, calculated with the VENUS+δf
code with (ii) method without the energy scattering and
with atomic mass A = 1 is shown in Fig. 5 (b) by cir-
cles, the integration yields a total bootstrap current JBS =

10 kA. The functions dJBS/ds with the energy scattering
are shown as squares for A = 1.0 (total bootstrap current is
JBS = 12 kA) and with crosses for A = 2.e-3 (total boot-
strap current is JBS = 26 kA). The energy scattering ef-
fect increases the result by 10-20%. The function dJBS/ds,
calculated with the VENUS+δf code with (ei) method, is
shown in Fig. 5 (b) by diamonds and yields a total boot-
strap current equal to 16 kA. The statistical results from the
VENUS+δf code are obtained with 200000 markers with
an accuracy 10% and do not depend on the integration time
step size.

Under the given experimental conditions the electrons
have thin orbits. However, heavy ions trapped in non-
symmetric magnetic fields not subject to the orbit width
limitation (or without the weight filter procedure) tend to
accumulate their weights after a lengthy simulation time in
regions far from their initial surface. This effect causes
an impact on the bootstrap current that becomes exces-
sively large. We have implemented in the VENUS+δf
code the filter procedure to reinject the markers with very
large weight δf (compare, for example, with variance re-
duction procedure in Ref. [28] or filtration in [19]). Fig-
ure 6 presents the typical influence of the filter size max
(δ f / f ), proportional to the spacial bin size Δs, on the
function dJBS/ds at s = 0.7. One can see the significant
“plateau” region, where the function dJBS/ds does not de-
pend on value max (δ f / f ) and reinjected particles do not
change the result. We assume that the optimal filter size
chosen should lie in this “plateau” region.

The total bootstrap current JBS of 10-12 kA obtained
with the ions for A = 1, calculated with the VENUS+δf
code, is in good agreement with the experimentally ob-
tained total bootstrap current of 10 kA. Smaller orbit
width for the ions with atomic mass A = 2.e-3 from
the VENUS+δf code yields the total bootstrap current of

Fig. 6 Particle weight filter max (δ f / f ) study for ions with
A = 1, performed for the LHD#61863 Raxis = 3.90 m
bootstrap current derivative dJBS/ds on s = 0.7 with the
VENUS+δf code.

Table 1 The LHD#61863 total bootstrap current from the exper-
imental observation (column #1), from the SPBSC code
with the connection formula (column #2) and in the col-
lisionless limit (column #3), from the TERPSICHORE
code (column #4), from the VENUS+δf code without the
energy scattering, A = 1 (column #5), with the energy
scattering, A = 1 (column #6) and A = 2.e-3 (column
#7), with (ei) method (column #8).

JBS = 26 kA, (ei) method also with small orbit width yields
JBS = 16 kA. The summary of this section is shown in Ta-
ble 1.

4. Bootstrap Current in the LHD Dis-
charge #82582
Figure 7 shows the experimentally measured and

smoothly fitted electron density (circles) and temperature
(stars) profiles versus the normalized toroidal flux label s
at t = 3.9 sec of the LHD discharge #82582 with Raxis =

4.05 m.
The bootstrap current derivatives dJBS/ds in the colli-

sionless limit for the LHD discharge #82582 as a function
of the normalized flux s are presented in Fig. 8 (a) with tri-
angles (calculated with the SPBSC code) and with the solid
line (from the TERPSICHORE code). The bootstrap cur-
rent derivative calculated with the TERPSICHORE code,
has several visible resonant spikes. The integration of the
dJBS/ds function, obtained in the collisionless limit with
the SPBSC and the TERPSICHORE codes, yields small
negative total bootstrap currents JBS of about −2 kA.
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Fig. 7 The electron density (circles) and the temperature (stars)
versus the flux label s for the LHD discharge #82582
(Raxis = 4.05 m).

Fig. 8 (a): The LHD#82582 Raxis = 4.05 m bootstrap current
derivative dJBC/ds versus the flux label s calculated in
the collisionless limit with the SPBSC code (triangles)
and with the TERPSICHORE code (solid line), (b): with
the connection formula with the SPBSC code (solid line),
with the VENUS+δf code with (ii) method without en-
ergy scattering A = 1.e-3 (circles), with energy scattering
A = 1.e-3 (squares), A = 1 (crosses), with (ei) method
(diamonds).

The bootstrap current derivative dJBS/ds for the LHD
discharge #82582 from the connection formula in the
SBPSC code is presented in Fig. 8 (b) with the solid line.
The total bootstrap current from this code is JBS =

−5.5 kA. VENUS+δf code results with atomic mass A =
1.e-3 (small orbit width) without the energy scattering are
shown with circles, with energy scattering, these are shown
as squares for A = 1.e-3 and as crosses for A = 1.0 (fi-
nite orbit width effect). VENUS+δf code results with (ei)
method are shown with diamonds.

The total bootstrap current, calculated with the
VENUS+δf code is equal to −6.2 kA without the energy
scattering and equal to −3.5 kA with energy scattering for
the ions with the artificial atomic mass A = 1.e-3, which
is close to JBS = −3.8 kA from (ei) method. The energy
scattering effect is more visible for the LHD discharge
#82582 than for the LHD discharge #61863 according to
the VENUS+δf code simulations.

Finite orbit width for the ions with A = 1 and with
the energy scattering yields small negative total bootstrap
current of −3.0 kA. The absolute value of experimentally
measured total current of −14 kA is larger than the boot-
strap currents obtained from the SBPSC and VENUS+δf
codes (see Table 2 as a summary of this section).

Table 2 The LHD#82582 total bootstrap current (kA) from the
experimental observation (column #1), from the SPBSC
code with the connection formula (column #2) and in
the collisionless limit (column #3), from the TERPSI-
CHORE code (column #4), from the VENUS+δf code
with (ii) method without the energy scattering, A = 1.e-3
(column #5), with the energy scattering, A = 1.e-3 (col-
umn #6) and A = 1 (column #7), with (ei) method (col-
umn #8).

Fig. 9 The normalized collisional frequency ν∗ versus the nor-
malized plasma radius r/a = s0.5, calculated with the
SPBSC code, corresponding to the LHD discharges
#61863 (circles) and #82582 (squares).
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Figure 9 shows the normalized collisional frequency
ν∗ profiles, calculated with the SPBSC code, correspond-
ing to the LHD discharges #61863 (circles) and #82582
(squares). For these discharges, the normalized collisional
frequency is enclosed in the interval [0.5 – 2.5] and belongs
to plateau collisional regime.

5. Summary and Discussion
Bootstrap current simulations for the experimental

Heliotron LHD discharges #61863 and #82582 have been
performed with the 3D neoclassical codes SPBSC, TERP-
SICHORE (only as a test in the collisionless limit) and
with the VENUS+δf code with the improved conservative
operator. This work constitutes a further step towards in-
creasing the accuracy of the 3D simulation tools and the
applications of the exact input experimental data (electron
temperature and density, complicated shape of the bound-
ary magnetic surface). However, taking into account the
significant role of the turbulent transport in plasmas, it is
not clear at this time how accurate and how close to the
experimental results could our numerical tools, based only
on neoclassical approaches, be.

Different bootstrap current models, implemented into
the 3D neoclassical codes SPBSC and VENUS+δf, show
an agreement with the experimentally obtained positive
total bootstrap current of 10 kA in the LHD discharge
#61863 with the magnetic axis of Raxis = 3.90 m and nega-
tive total bootstrap current of −14 kA in the LHD discharge
#82582 with Raxis = 4.05 m. The difference of the current
profiles between the SPBSC connection formula prediction
and the VENUS+δf code simulation can be also partially
explained by the difference between the experimentally ob-
tained rotational transform profiles with the error bars [19]
and the corresponding time-dependent rotational transform
based on the SPBSC simulation.

Energy scattering effects implemented into the
VENUS+δf code change the total bootstrap current by
10-20% for the LHD discharge #61863. For the LHD
discharge #82582 the energy scattering effect with the
VENUS+δf code changes the bootstrap current by a fac-
tor of 2, however, the total bootstrap current for this case
is rather small. Finite orbit widths with the VENUS+δf
code due to the different marker masses can significantly
change the absolute value of the simulated ion bootstrap
current for both LHD #61863 and LHD#82582 discharges.

Accurate bootstrap current simulations include the
electric field and inductive current effects as well as the
non-equal impact of electrons and ions as it was recently
done with the DKES, NEO-MC and MOCA codes for the
TJ-II stellarator [29, 30]. In our paper we have also made
the additional simulations with the ambipolar radial elec-
tric field simulation (ion root) and with the different im-
pact of electrons and ions - with (ei) method. The differ-
ence between the total bootstrap current, computed with
(ii) method and with (ei) method for these given LHD dis-

charges, has been presented in our paper.
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